The relationship between the soliton dynamics provided by the classical sine-Gordon and massive Thirring models is exhibited. Solitons are characterized as classical relativistic particles through the consideration of their associated canonical realizations of the Poincare group. It is shown that the soliton in the massive Thirring model determines two different kinds of relativistic particles from which sine-Gordon kinks and breathers may be reproduced. In particular, sine-Gordon breathers are characterized as composite systems of two solitons of the massive Thirring model. Soliton scattering in the sine-Gordon equation is described in terms of soliton scattering in the massive Thirring model.
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The analysis of the spectral transform for the operator Xi --X,(8i, A, , p(x) ) shows ' that P(x) is uniquely determined by the set 
where g+ (A, , x) = y&g+ (k*,x). The function a (A. ) may be analytically continued to the first and third quadrants of the A, plane and its zeros are distributed symmetrically with respect to the origin. We will denote by I A, "I " i the zeros of a (A, ) in the first quadrant. Each A, "has associat-
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y"=argc", ir"=4g argA, ", n = 1, . . . , N, (2.12) and the nonzero Poisson bracket relations between them are 
where X~= X"(d"',A, ', P'(t', x')) and 
where each factor R" is associated with the variables (q",P",g",ir") and R, is associated with the continuous part of the scattering data. In order to get a simple interpretation of R", it is convenient to introduce three new Thus, the functional K satisfies the following Poisson bracket relations with the action-angle variables (2.11) -(2.14): we have that M, ' =M"and therefore R, ' and R, are canonically equivalent; that is to say, they describe the Xln~S (P; -Pq, 0;,OJ)~( 3.14) I'"=, (IA, "I ' -16IA,"I).
Observe that in terms of the rapidities P"ofthe kinks (A7)
A, "= -"' exp -P"+i 
From these expressions and using Eqs. (3.16), (A8), and (A13) one deduces for kink-kink scattering
The sine-Gordon field is completely determined by the set ( I A, "I ""Ib"j" t, a (A ),b (A )) of scattering data. while, for breather-breather scattering
